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Abstract—Broadcast is a fundamental operation of wireless
ad hoc networks (WANETs) and has widely been studied over the
past few decades. However, most existing broadcasting strategies
assume nonsleeping wireless nodes and thus are not suitable for
uncoordinated duty-cycled WANETs, in which each node peri-
odically switches on and off to save energy. In this paper, we
study the minimum-transmission broadcast problem in uncoor-
dinated duty-cycled WANETs (MTB-UD problem) and prove its
NP-hardness. We show that modifications of existing broadcast
approaches can only provide a linear approximation ratio of O(n)
(where n is the number of nodes in the network). We propose
a novel set-cover-based approximation (SCA) scheme with both
centralized and distributed approximation algorithms. The cen-
tralized SCA (CSCA) algorithm has a logarithmic approximation
ratio of 3(lnΔ + 1) and time complexity of O(n3) (Δ is the
maximum degree of the network). The distributed SCA (DSCA)
algorithm has a constant approximation ratio of at most 20 while
keeping both linear time and message complexities. We have
conducted both theoretical analysis and simulations to evaluate
the performance of the proposed algorithms. Results show that
both the CSCA and DSCA algorithms outperform the modified
versions of existing broadcast approaches by at least 50%.

Index Terms—Approximation algorithm, duty cycle, minimum-
transmission broadcast (MTB), NP hard, wireless ad hoc network
(WANET).

I. INTRODUCTION

ENERGY conservation is an important issue in wireless
ad hoc networks (WANETs). Studies have shown that

nodes spend most of the time on idle listening, which is a
significant consumer of power [1]–[3]. To avoid idle listening
and to conserve energy, many WANETs employ the uncoordi-
nated duty-cycled approach, in which each node periodically
switches between the active and the sleep mode (see Fig. 1)
[3]–[8]. Nodes perform computation or data transmission in
the active mode and then turn to sleep mode to save energy.
The active period of each node during the scheduling period
is independently determined, without coordination with other
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Fig. 1. Example of periodical wakeup of node v.

nodes; thus, no additional communication is needed. As a
simple and efficient paradigm, the uncoordinated duty-cycled
WANET is widely used in variant applications, e.g., long-term
wildlife surveillance, structure health monitoring, and object
tracking in wireless sensor networks [6], [9]–[11].

Broadcast is a fundamental operation in WANETs for routing
discovery, information dissemination, etc. [12]. Broadcast in
WANETs is quite different from that in traditional wired net-
works, in particular, due to the broadcast nature of the wireless
medium; when a node sends a packet, all of its neighbors will
receive the packet. Therefore, the total number of transmissions
is generally used as the cost criterion for broadcasting. A
straightforward approach for broadcast is blind flooding, in
which each node is obligated to retransmit a packet upon receiv-
ing it for the first time. Blind flooding always leads to massive
redundant transmission and drains out the energy fast [12].
To reduce redundant transmission, plenty of work [13]–[20]
has been devoted to solve the minimum-transmission broadcast
(MTB) problem. The MTB problem in WANETs is equivalent
to finding the minimum number of forwarding nodes, which can
be modeled as the NP-hard minimum connected dominating set
(MCDS) problem [13], [21], [22].

In this paper, we focus on the MTB problem in uncoordinated
duty-cycled WANETs, which makes the problem quite different
from the schemes in conventional WANETs. In conventional
broadcast, a node can cover all its neighbors by one transmis-
sion. The number of total transmissions is equal to the number
of forwarding nodes. Thus, the MTB problem can be solved by
finding the minimum forwarding node set. With uncoordinated
sleep schedule, each node can only receive packets when it is
active; therefore, not all neighbors of a node can receive the
broadcast packet by one transmission. Therefore, the number
of transmissions is no longer equal to the number of forwarding
nodes. This difference renders the existing MTB solutions in
conventional WANETs not suitable in the duty-cycled scenario.
We need to consider both the forwarding nodes and their sleep
schedules while minimizing the number of transmissions in
uncoordinated duty-cycled WANETs.

0018-9545/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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A. Related Work

Data-transmission issues in duty-cycled WANETs have re-
cently attracted much of researchers’ attention. Dousse et al. [7]
established a bound on the transmission latency of sensor
networks with uncoordinated schedule. Lu et al. proved the
NP-hardness of minimizing end-to-end communication delay
in low-duty-cycle sensor networks in [23]. Cao et al. proposed
the pipeline forwarding pattern for sensor networks with a
sleeping schedule to decrease the delay [24]. Keshavarzian et al.
analyzed the delay of several known wake-up patterns and
proposed a new multiparent scheduling pattern for sensor net-
works in [25]. Gu and He proposed a dynamic data forwarding
scheme for extremely low-duty-cycle sensor networks based on
the expected latency and reliability model [26]. However, these
works mainly focus on the latency issue caused by the sleep
schedule, and none of them refer to the broadcast problem.

Much effort has been made to minimize the number of
transmissions of broadcast in conventional WANETs. These
works can mainly be classified into tree- and MCDS-based
schemes. Chlamtac and Kutten proved that the MTB problem
is NP-hard and proposed to reduce the broadcast redundancy
using the tree-based scheme [13]. In [15]–[17], the authors
introduced the MCDS-based scheme and proposed a virtual
backbone-based broadcast. Lou and Wu [14] improved the
Dominant Pruning scheme by utilizing two-hop neighborhood
information to reduce transmission. Localized algorithms based
on the multipoint relay (MPR) scheme (e.g., MPR, extended
MPR, and extended source-independent MPR) have been de-
signed, whose local approximation ratios are logarithmic or
constant [18], [20], [27]. Wu and Lou proposed the quasi-local
forward-node-set-based scheme in [19], which outperforms the
MPR and dominant pruning schemes. As the core of solutions
to the MTB problem, extensive work has been done to find a
good approximation of MCDS in terms of small approximation
ratio and to design distributed algorithms in WANETs. Das and
Bharghavan proposed a distributed algorithm in [16] based on
the work of Guha and Khuller [28], which has an approximation
ratio of 3H(Δ). The approximation ratio of the node-pruning
scheme proposed in [17] is n/2. Wan et al. proposed an eight-
approximation distributed algorithm in [29]. Li et al. improved
the approximation ratio to 4.8 + ln 5 [30]. Recently, Wan et al.
further improved the approximation ratio to 6.8 with a two-
phase approach [31]. However, all these approaches are based
on the broadcast nature of the wireless medium and thus are not
suitable for duty-cycled WANETs.

Recently, some research work has emerged, exploring the
broadcast problem in duty-cycled WANETs. Miller et al. pro-
posed a probability-based broadcast approach on the medium-
access control (MAC) layer, which can be integrated into
any sleep-scheduling protocol in [32]. However, they did not
focus on network-wide interactions. Wang and Liu first defined
the duty-cycle-aware broadcast problem and then proposed a
centralized optimal solution and a distributed heuristic solution
based on the dynamic programming approach in [33]. Different
from the two works, in this paper, we specifically address the
MTB problem in duty-cycled WANETs, providing theoretical
analysis of its hardness and proposing provable solutions.

B. Our Contributions

In uncoordinated duty-cycled WANETs, the number of total
transmissions in broadcast depends on not only the number
of forwarding nodes but also their sleep schedules. These two
issues should be addressed together when formulating the MTB
problem in uncoordinated duty-cycled WANETs. Based on ex-
isting broadcasting approaches used in conventional WANETs,
two modified schemes, i.e., the modified tree-based and modi-
fied MCDS-based schemes, can be implemented for the MTB
problem in duty-cycled WANETs. However, we show that both
schemes have linear approximation ratios and thus cannot guar-
antee to generate solutions with a small number of transmis-
sions. Therefore, we proposed a novel set cover approximation
scheme and, based on this scheme, designed a centralized
algorithm and a distributed algorithm that can efficiently solve
the MTB in uncoordinated duty-cycled WANETs.

We make four contributions in this paper.

1) We formulate the MTB problem in uncoordinated duty-
cycled WANETs (MTB-UD problem) and prove its NP-
hardness. This implies that there are no efficient broadcast
algorithms to minimize the number of transmissions of
broadcast in uncoordinated duty-cycled WANETs, unless
P = NP.

2) We show that modifications in existing broadcasting ap-
proaches for the MTB-UD problem cannot guarantee the
provision of good solutions and then propose the set-
cover-based approximation (SCA) scheme as a better
solution.

3) We propose a centralized SCA (CSCA) algorithm with
3(ln Δ + 1)-approximation ratio and O(n3) time com-
plexity (Δ is the maximum degree of the network).

4) We propose a distributed SCA (DSCA) algorithm with
a constant approximation ratio and both linear time and
message complexities.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the network model, assumptions, and problem
formulation. In Section III, we present and analyze two mod-
ifications of existing broadcasting approaches, i.e., the modi-
fied tree-based and modified MCDS-based schemes. A novel
SCA scheme is proposed in Section IV, and based on it, we
devise a centralized algorithm and a distributed algorithm. In
Section V, we evaluate the performance of the proposed al-
gorithms by theoretical analyses and simulations. We briefly
discuss some related issues of the broadcast problem for duty-
cycled WANETs in Section VI and conclude this paper in
Section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Before giving the formal statement of the MTB problem in
duty-cycled WANETs, we first present the network model and
assumptions.

A. Network Model and Assumptions

Table I summarizes the most frequently used notations in this
paper. Let V be the set of nodes of a WANET; we assume that
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

n = |V | nodes are distributed in a 2-D plane and have equal
maximum transmitting ranges of one unit. The topology of the
network is modeled as a connected UDGG(V,E). An edge
{u, v} ∈ E iff the distance between nodes u and v is within
each other’s communication range. Each node is assigned a
unique ID.

Unlike literature focusing on tuning the sleep schedule
[23]–[25], we follow the assumption for uncoordinated duty-
cycled WANETs in [7] and [26], where each node determines
its sleep schedule to be completely uncoordinated. We assume
that the schedule period T is divided into |T | time slots with
fixed and equal lengths, which are denoted by 1, 2, . . . , |T |
accordingly. Following a very common setting, we assume
that each node randomly chooses an active time slot i ∈ T
independently. Each time slot is assumed to be long enough
for sending or receiving one data packet. The channel con-
tention and collision avoidance are handled by underlying MAC
protocols, such as S-MAC [1]. Thus, we do not consider the
collision issue in this paper. Each node becomes active at a
specific time slot, which is denoted as SLa(v). Following the
settings in [26], a node can wake up and transmit a packet at
any time slot but can receive packets only at its active time
slot. We denote the sending time-slot set of node v by SLs(v).
The global time synchronization is achieved by protocols such
as the Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol [34] in this
paper.

B. Problem Formulation

We consider the single-source broadcast session, in which a
predefined source node s broadcasts the data packets to all other
nodes. A broadcast backbone B(G) on G(V,E) is defined as
a set of forwarding nodes of V . Data packets are conveyed
along the broadcast backbone to all nodes in the network. Let
a pair (u, SLs(u)) indicate that node u transmits at time slots
in SLs(u). We define a broadcast schedule on a backbone B
as BS(B), which can be expressed as a series of pairs, i.e.,
(u, SLs(u)) (u ∈ B).

An example of the MTB problem in uncoordinated duty-
cycled WANETs is shown in Fig. 2, which demonstrates
a WANET with two different time slots. The objective of
the conventional MTB problem is to find the MCDS for
G, e.g., {s, v, x} or {s, w, y} in this example. Without con-
sidering the broadcast schedule, both solutions are regarded
as equivalent and have the number of total transmissions
equal to three. However, the broadcast backbone of {s, v, x}

Fig. 2. Uncoordinated duty-cycled WANET with a schedule period of
length two.

needs at least four transmissions to cover all nodes with the
schedule of {(s, {2}), (v, {1, 2}), (x, {2})}, whereas the other
broadcast backbone {s, w, y} with the broadcast schedule of
{(s, {1}), (w, {2}), (y, {1})} needs only three transmissions to
cover all nodes.

This instance reveals that the number of total transmissions
in a broadcast session in uncoordinated duty-cycled WANETs
depends on not only the broadcast backbone but the correspond-
ing broadcast schedule as well. Therefore, the definition and
the solutions of the conventional MTB problem are no longer
suitable in this case.

Based on the aforementioned model, we reformulate the
MTB problem in uncoordinated duty-cycled WANETs as
follows:

Definition 1—MTB-UD Problem: Given a WANET
G(V,E), find a broadcast backbone B(G) and a broadcast
schedule BS(B) so that the total transmission

∑
v∈B |SLs(v)|

is minimized.
Theorem 1: The MTB-UD Problem is NP-Hard:

Proof: It has been proven that the MCDS problem is
NP-hard in both general and unit disk graphs [21], [22]. We
prove the NP-hardness of the MTB-UD problem by showing
that the MCDS problem can be mapped to one of its special
cases. Consider a special case of the MTB-UD problem where
|T | = 1, i.e., the length of the scheduling period is only one
time slot. Thus, all nodes in the network wake up at the same
active time slot. In this case, the solution of the problem is
an MCDS of the graph, which is exactly the MCDS problem.
Hence, the MTB-UD problem is NP-hard. �

We conclude this section by presenting two useful
definitions.

Definition 2—Independent Set (IS): An IS of a graph G is a
set of vertices in G, no two of which are adjacent.

Definition 3—Set Cover: Given a set U and a family S of
subsets of U , a set cover is a subfamily C ⊆ S of sets, whose
union is U .

Accordingly, the Minimum Set Cover problem is to find the
minimum set cover C for U , which is NP-hard [21].

III. MODIFIED TREE- AND MCDS-BASED SCHEMES

FOR THE MTB-UD PROBLEM

As mentioned before, conventional broadcast algorithms
have not considered the sleep-schedule issue and, thus, are not
suitable for duty-cycled WANETs. In this section, based on
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Fig. 3. Special case of duty-cycled WANET, in which all nodes with active
time slot i are connected to node vi−1. (Nodes with active time slot 1 are
connected to s.)

modification of existing solutions for broadcast in conventional
WANETs, we present two broadcast schemes for the MTB-UD
problem. The two schemes are called the modified tree-based
scheme and the modified MCDS-based scheme. However, as
we will show later, these two schemes cannot produce quality
solutions, because they do not explore the characteristics of
transmission in uncoordinated duty-cycled WANETs.

A. Modified Tree-Based Scheme

The modified tree-based scheme originated from the well-
known basic tree-based broadcast for conventional WANETs
[35]. The basic tree-based broadcast can be stated as follows:
Generate a spanning tree of the network G rooted in the
source node s; the broadcast will finish while each node on
this tree sends packets to all its children one by one. Obvi-
ously, this scheme can be utilized for solving the MTB-UD
problem with minor modification, i.e., each transmission is
scheduled at the active time slot of the receiver. The number
of total transmissions of the modified tree-based scheme is
exactly n − 1.

Next, we show the approximation ratio of the modified
tree-based scheme. Consider the case in Fig. 3, in which all
nodes with active time slot i(i ∈ T ) are the children of the
root s or node vi−1. In this case, the minimum number of total
transmissions of broadcast is |T ′|(T ′ =

⋃
v∈V SLa(v)), which

is a trivial lower bound of the number of total transmissions.
The corresponding broadcast backbone is {s, v1, . . . , v|T ′|−1},
and the broadcast schedule is {(s, {1}), (v1, {2}), . . . ,
(v|T ′|−1, |T ′|)}. Meanwhile, the modified tree-based scheme
generates a solution of n − 1 transmissions. The following
theorem shows the approximation ratio.

Theorem 2: The approximation ratio of the modified tree-
based scheme is n − 1/|T ′|.

Proof: Based on the preceding discussion, this theorem
straightforwardly holds. �

All the children nodes with identical active time slots of the
same parent node can receive the packet by one transmission.
Thus, the number of total transmissions can further be reduced
if each parent node transmits according to the active time slots
of its children. In this case, the number of total transmissions
depends on the shape of the broadcast tree and the sleep

schedule of each node. This improving issue is employed in
the following modified MCDS-based scheme.

B. Modified MCDS-Based Scheme

The solutions to the conventional MTB problem are to find an
MCDS in the WANETs. In addition, with minor modification,
we derive the modified MCDS-based scheme for the MTB-UD
problem. Denote by T (v) the set of active time slots of nodes in
Disk(v). The modified MCDS-based scheme can be stated as
follows: Find an MCDS of the WANET; then, for each node v
in the MCDS, transmit at time slots in T (v). In the modified
MCDS-based scheme, nodes with identical active time slots
in Disk(v) can receive the packet by only one transmission
from node v, whereas, in the tree-based scheme, they can
only receive the packet one by one. Theorem 3 derives the
approximation ratio of the modified MCDS-based scheme.

Theorem 3: The approximation ratio of the MCDS-based
scheme is min(Δ, |T |).

Proof: Denote the size of the MCDS by #MCDS, which
is another trivial lower bound of the number of total trans-
missions. Denoting the number of transmissions in the optimal
solution to the MTB-UD problem by OPT , we have OPT �
#MCDS. In the modified MCDS-based scheme, each node v
in the MCDS transmits |T (v)| times. Thus, the number of total
transmissions in the modified MCDS-based scheme is

∑

v∈MCDS

|T (v)| � max
v∈MCDS

(|T (v)|) #MCDS

� min (Δ, |T |)OPT.

However, to find the MCDS of a WANET is an NP-hard
problem, and only suboptimal solutions are available. There-
fore, the actual approximation ratio of the algorithms derived
from the modified MCDS-based scheme is β min(Δ, |T |),
where β is the approximation ratio of the size of the MCDS.

In summary, the modified tree-based scheme is simple to
implement but may perform poorly in a large-scale network
for the O(n) approximation ratio. The modified MCDS-based
scheme may perform poorly in networks with high density or a
long schedule period for the max(Δ, |T |) approximation ratio.
It also holds that max(Δ, |T |) ∈ O(n), because Δ ∈ O(n).
Although the two schemes are straightforward, they neither
explore the characteristic of duty-cycled WANETs nor provide
a reasonable solution to the MTB-UD problem.

IV. PROPOSED SET-COVER-BASED SOLUTIONS

FOR MTB-UD PROBLEM

In this section, we present the design of our SCA scheme.
Based on this scheme, a centralized and a distributed algorithm
are proposed.

A. SCA Scheme

In uncoordinated duty-cycled WANETs, the transmission at
time slot i does not affect the transmission at time slot j if
i �= j. This implies that we can decrease the total transmission
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by minimizing the transmission on each set of nodes with iden-
tical active time slots. Our proposed SCA scheme is designed
based on this fact.

Since the network can be modeled as a UDG, for each
node v ∈ V , we denote Covi(v) as the set of the nodes
in Disk(v) with active time slot i, i.e., Covi(v) = {u|u ∈
Disk(v) ∧ SLa(u) = i}. It is obvious that all the nodes in
Covi(v) will receive the packet by one transmission from node
v at time slot i. The nodes in Covi(v) are said to be covered
by node v, and v is called a covering node. The SCA scheme
consists of two phases.

1) Phase I (Find the minimum covering node set.): Group
all nodes with active time slot i in the WANET G(V,E)
into sets Ui(i ∈ T ), and then try to find a minimum
covering node set Ci for each Ui, respectively, such that⋃

v∈Ci
Covi(v) = Ui;

2) Phase II (Construct the backbone.): Establish a backbone
consisting of all the covering nodes in

⋃
i∈T Ci, source

node s, and some intermediate connectors.
Phase I actually finds the minimum set cover {Covi(v)}

for Ui. The broadcast schedule can be obtained during the
two phases. The SCA scheme also establishes another lower
bound on the number of total transmissions: Given a WANET of
G(V,E) and the scheduling period T , denoting the number of
transmissions in the optimal solution to the MTB-UD problem
by OPT , we have

OPT �
∑

i∈T

min |Ci|. (1)

Based on the SCA scheme, we can design various algorithms
with different implementations of the two phases. Here, we
propose a CSCA algorithm and a DSCA algorithm to solve the
problem.

B. CSCA Algorithm

Following the SCA scheme, the CSCA consists of two
phases. Among various centralized algorithms for the minimum
set cover problem, the simple greedy strategy is the most fre-
quently used, because it provides a logarithmic approximation
ratio with a lower time complexity of O(n2), compared with
the others. Therefore, we implement phase I of the CSCA
using the greedy strategy. In phase II of the CSCA, we con-
struct the backbone based on the traversal of G, which is a
common algorithm for generating spanning trees. The detailed
algorithm is described as follows. The pseudo code is shown in
Algorithm 1.

1) Phase I—Find the Minimum Covering Node Set: In this
phase, we try to find the minimum Ci for each Ui using
the greedy strategy. The greedy algorithm from [36] yields a
solution with the approximation ratio of ln d + 1, where d is the
maximum size of Covi(v). The greedy algorithm for finding the
minimum covering node set Ci is briefly described here.

Step 1) Ci ← ∅, J ← V , and I ← Ui.
Step 2) Select a node v = arg maxv∈J |Covi(v)|.
Step 3) Ci ← Ci ∪ {v}, J ← J \ {v}, and I ← I \

Covi(v).
Step 4) If I = ∅, stop, and output Ci. Else, go to Step 2.

Algorithm 1. CSCA Algorithm

For each v ∈ Ci, we maintain a set SLb(v) containing the
time slot i. The existence of i in SLb(v) indicates that node v
is a covering node for Ui.

2) Phase II—Construct the Backbone: To construct the
broadcast backbone, we connect all nodes in

⋃
i∈T Ci to the

source node s. The backbone can be extracted during the for-
mation of a spanning tree Tbcast on G. Initially, Tbcast is set to
{s}, and a working set Temp is set to

⋃
i∈T Ci. The process

given here is executed.

1) Traverse all elements in Temp, and pick the first-found
Covi(v) satisfying one of the four conditions in Fig. 4.
The existence of Covi(v) is guaranteed by Lemma 1.

2) Connect all nodes in Covi(v) to v, and then, connect v to
Tbcast, considering the four cases in Fig. 4.
Case 1. v is in Tbcast: No operation is needed.
Case 2. v is adjacent to some node u in Tbcast: Connect

u to v.
Case 3. There exists a node x in Covi(v) ∩ Tbcast:

Connect x to v.
Case 4. There exists a node x in Covi(v) that is adjacent

to some node u in Tbcast: Connect x to u.
3) If all Covi(v) (i ∈ T ) related to node v have been

processed, remove v from Temp.
4) Repeat Steps 1)–3) until Temp = ∅.

Eventually, the source node s, all nodes v in
⋃

i∈T Ci, and
all the connectors form the backbone B, and the pair series
(v, SLs(v))(v ∈ B) form the BS(B).

In the remaining part of this section, we provide theoretical
analysis of the performance of the CSCA algorithm in terms
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Fig. 4. Four cases of connecting a Covi(v) to the existing Tbcast through v.
Black nodes are connectors.

of the number of transmissions and time complexity. We first
present an importance property of the CSCA algorithm.

Lemma 1: All nodes in the Covi(v) found in each iteration
of the backbone-constructing phase can be covered from the
existing Tbcast by no more than three transmissions.

Proof: After phase I of the CSCA algorithm, each node is
a covering node in

⋃
i∈T Ci, is covered by some node, or both.

The connectedness of G guarantees that we can find a Covi(v)
satisfying one of the four cases demonstrated in Fig. 4. All
nodes in the Covi(v) can be connected to the existing Tbcast,
as shown in Fig. 4. The number of transmissions in each case
can be calculated as given here.

1) Case 1: Node v is in the existing Tbcast; thus, all nodes
in Covi(v) can be covered by one transmission of v →
Covi(v).

2) Case 2: Node v is adjacent to some node u in the ex-
isting Tbcast. Hence, two transmissions of {u → v, v →
Covi(v)} cover all nodes in Covi(v).

3) Case 3: Some node x ∈ Covi(v) is also in Tbcast. Note
that x is adjacent to v. Similar to Case 2, two trans-
missions of {x → v, v → Covi(v)} cover all nodes in
Covi(v).

4) Case 4: A node x ∈ Covi(v) is adjacent to some node
u in Tbcast. In this case, three transmissions of {u →
x, x → v, v → Covi(v)} cover all nodes in Covi(v).

The summary of the four aforementioned cases yields this
lemma. �

Using Lemma 1, Theorem 4 gives the approximation ratio of
the CSCA algorithm.

Theorem 4: The approximation ratio of the CSCA algorithm
is 3(ln Δ + 1).

Proof: Let OPT denote the minimum number of trans-
missions in a broadcast session on G and OPTi denote the

minimum size of Ci for all nodes in Ui. According to (1),
we have

OPT �
∑

i∈T

OPTi.

Denoting the number of total transmissions of the CSCA
algorithm by M , according to Lemma 1, we have

M � 3 |{Covi(v)|i ∈ T, v ∈ Ci}| = 3
∑

i∈T

|Ci|.

Each Ci is greedily chosen; thus

|Ci| � (ln (max(|Covi(v)|)) + 1)OPTi.

Hence

M � 3
∑

i∈T

|Ci| � 3
∑

i∈T

(ln (max (|Covi(v)|)) + 1) OPTi

� 3(ln Δ + 1)
∑

i∈T

OPTi � 3(ln Δ + 1)OPT. (2)

This finishes our proof. �
Theorem 5 gives the time complexity of the CSCA algorithm.
Theorem 5: The time complexity of the CSCA algorithm

is O(n3).
Proof: The time complexity of the greedy set-covering

algorithm is O(n2). This algorithm runs |T | times in total in
the CSCA algorithm and has O(n2|T |) time complexity. The
backbone construction costs n3 + 1/2 comparisons in the worst
case and thus has O(n3) time complexity. Therefore, the total
time complexity is O(n3 + n2|T |). It is obvious that backbone
construction dominates the time complexity. |T | is known as a
constant. Hence, the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n3).

C. DSCA Algorithm

Following the SCA scheme, the DSCA algorithm also con-
sists of two phases. In phase I of the DSCA, the covering node
set for each Ui is found with a distributed election process. In
phase II of the DSCA, the backbone connecting all covering
nodes and the source s is constructed in a distributed manner
using message passing. These two common distributed algo-
rithms in the two phases provide good results with both linear
time and message complexity. In DSCA, we assume that all
nodes are initially in idle listening state and turn to duty-cycling
mode when the trigger z is set from 0 to 1. For convenience of
description, we present some definitions first.

Definition 4 (i-Dominator): An i-dominator is a covering
node for Ui (i ∈ T ).

Definition 5 (i-Dominatee): An i-dominatee is a node in Ui

covered by some i-dominator (i ∈ T ).
We use the term ∗-dominator and ∗-dominatee to represent

any i-dominator and i-dominatee (i ∈ T ).
1) Phase I—Elect ∗-Dominators: The distributed election

process aims to find a covering node set for each Ui. For
the convenience of distributed implementation, we elect the
i-dominators from Ui rather than from V in the centralized
algorithm. Each node acquires its two-hop neighbor informa-
tion by exchanging the beacon message among its one-hop
neighbors. Initially, all nodes are in the white state and are
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Fig. 5. Connecting ∗-dominators. Note that, in this example, i �= j; thus, the
two ∗-dominators (i-and j-) can be adjacent to each other.

marked blue if they become ∗-dominators or ∗-dominatees. The
election process is stated as given here.

1) A white node with active time slot i broadcasts the
IamDominator (ID, i) message containing its ID and i
to declare itself an i-dominator and is marked blue if it
has the most white neighbor nodes with active time slot i
among all its one-hop white neighbors. (Node IDs are
used to break the tie.)

2) A white node with active time slot i becomes an
i-dominator and is marked blue if it has neither white
neighbors with active time slot i nor i-dominators around
(knowledge from IamDominatee messages).

3) A white node with active time slot i becomes an
i-dominatee, is marked blue upon receiving the
IamDominator(∗, i) message, and broadcasts the
IamDominatee(ID, i) message.

At the end of this election process, each node is a
∗-dominator or a ∗-dominatee, and all nodes in Ui are covered
by i-dominators. It is obvious that all i-dominators form an
IS. However, an i-dominator may be adjacent to a j-dominator
iff i �= j. All ∗-dominators generated in the electing procedure
have the property that any pair of complementary subsets of
all ∗-dominators are separated by no more than three hops.
This is because the election process guarantees that no white
node exists when it finishes and no ∗-dominatee exists with no
∗-dominators around.

2) Phase II—Connect ∗-Dominators: Fig. 5 shows the
process of connecting ∗-dominators. In this phase, a forwarding
tree H connecting all ∗-dominators and the broadcast source s,
which is exactly the broadcast backbone, will be constructed
by exchanging the INV/JOIN messages. Each node maintains
a local trigger variable z, which is initialized to 0 and set
to 1 after this node joins the tree. Each node also maintains
a set SLs (initialized to ∅) storing the sending time slots.
Any two ∗-dominators are at most three hops away; thus, we
only need to find some one- and two-hop connectors. The
∗-dominator connecting procedure uses four types of messages.
Message INV1(i) is used by an i-dominator to connect to other
∗-dominators and i-dominatees, or to find one-hop connec-
tors for two-hop ∗-dominators. Message INV2 is used by a
∗-dominatee to connect to two-hop ∗-dominators or find two-
hop connectors for three-hop ∗-dominators. Message INV3
is used by a candidate two-hop connector to find three-hop
∗-dominators. Message JOIN(i) is the reply for a node with

Algorithm 2. Forwarding Tree Constructing

active time slot i to join H . A ∗-dominatee is marked gray
if it is a candidate of a one- or a two-hop connector. Each
∗-dominatee marks itself a connector if it becomes a one- or
a two-hop connector.

The H roots at the source node s. If s is an i-dominator, it
sets z = 1 and then broadcasts the INV1(i) message to start the
constructing procedure. Otherwise, s sets z = 1 and broadcasts
the INV2 message to start the constructing procedure. All
other nodes join H according to Algorithm 2. Note that, in
Algorithm 2, a ∗-dominator and ∗-dominatee will act as the
∗-dominator only, rather than both. The property of phase I
that any pair of complementary subsets of all ∗-dominators
are separated by no more than three hops guarantees that,
whenever there is any ∗-dominators outside the current H , at
least one would join H . Eventually, all ∗-dominators elected
in the electing procedure will join H . Consequently, all
∗-dominators and connectors form the broadcast backbone B,
and the pair series (v, SLs(v))(v ∈ B) forms the BS(B).

In the remaining part of this section, we will first analyze
the approximation ratio of the DSCA algorithm and, then, the
time and message complexity. Denoting the minimum number
of total transmissions of a broadcast session on G by OPT , we
have the following lemma:

Lemma 2: The number of ∗-dominators elected in the elect-
ing procedure is at most 5OPT .

Proof: Denote all ∗-dominators elected in the electing
procedure by U ′. Let H ′ be any spanning tree of the broad-
cast backbone in the optimal solution. Consider an arbitrary
preorder traversal of H ′ given by v1, v2, . . . , v|H′|. The number
of transmissions of a node vi in H ′ is determined by SLs(vi).
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Assume that SLs(vi) = {t1, t2, . . . , t|SLs(vi)|}. It is obvious
that OPT =

∑
vi∈H′ |SLs(vi)|.

Let U ′
i denote the ∗-dominators in U ′, which are adjacent

to node vi but none of v1, v2, . . . , vi−1. Thus, all U ′
i form a

partition of U ′, and
⋃|H′|

i=1 |U ′
i| = |U ′|. Because all i-dominators

form an IS, node vi can be adjacent to at most five independent
i-dominators in a UDG [29]. Note that an i-dominator can be
adjacent to other j-dominators when i �= j. Consequently, one
transmission of node vi at time slot tk covers at most five inde-
pendent tk-dominators, regardless of vi being a ∗-dominator or
a ∗-dominatee. For any two adjacent nodes vi−1 and vi, it is pos-
sible that SLa(vi) ∈ SLs(vi−1), but SLa(vi−1) /∈ SLs(vi).
Hence, at most 5|SLs(vi)|∗-dominators in U ′ can be covered
by node vi using the transmitting schedule stored in SLs(vi). It
means that |U ′

i| � 5|SLs(vi)|. Therefore

|U ′| =
|H′|∑

i=1

|U ′
i| � 5

|H′|∑

i=1

|SLs(vi)| = 5OPT. (3)

This finishes our proof. �
The approximation ratio of the DSCA algorithm is described

in Theorem 6.
Theorem 6: The approximation ratio of the DSCA algorithm

is a constant of at most 20.
Proof: Denote by U ′ the set of all ∗-dominators elected

in the electing procedure and by M the number of total trans-
missions of the DSCA algorithm. To cover all ∗-dominatees,
each ∗-dominator needs exactly one transmission and leads to
a summation of |U ′|. By the property mentioned of DSCA that
any pair of complementary subsets of all ∗-dominators are sep-
arated by no more than three hops, at most three transmissions
are need to find and reach a ∗-dominator outside the existing H .

If the source node s is a ∗-dominator, the number of trans-
missions for connecting all ∗-dominators is at most 3(|U ′| − 1).
According to Lemma 2, we have

M � 3 (|U ′| − 1) + |U ′|
= 4|U ′| − 3 � 20OPT − 3. (4)

If the source node s is not a ∗-dominator, the number of
transmissions for connecting all ∗-dominators is at most 1 +
3(|U ′| − 1). Hence

M � 1 + 3 (|U ′| − 1) + |U ′|
= 4|U ′| − 2 � 20OPT − 2. (5)

The theorem holds in either case. �
Theorem 7 gives the message and the time complexities of

the DSCA algorithm.
Theorem 7: Both the time and the message complexities of

the DSCA algorithm are O(n) overall.
Proof: In the ∗-dominator electing procedure, each node

sends constant messages and takes linear time. In the forward-
ing tree-constructing procedure, each node also sends constant
messages. The backbone constructing procedure takes at most
linear time. Therefore, both the total message complexity and
the time complexity of the DSCA algorithm are O(n). �

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we comparatively evaluate the performance
of the modified tree-based, modified MCDS-based, and SCA
schemes. We first give theoretical comparison results and the
two factors affecting the performance of SCA-based algo-
rithms. Then, the results of the simulations, which validate the
theoretical results, are discussed.

A. Theoretical Comparisons

Various algorithms can be derived based on different im-
plementations of the modified tree-based, modified MCDS-
based, and proposed SCA-scheme. We can theoretically obtain
comparative results of all these algorithms according to the
comparisons of their schemes.

We compare the SCA scheme to the modified tree-based
scheme first. The number of total transmissions of algorithms
based on SCA schemes (CSCA and DSCA), which is denoted
by MS , depends on the sum of the size of each covering node
set Ci of Ui and the number of connectors, as implied in
Section IV-A. Because we can always find the set of connectors
with the size constantly proportional to

∑
|Ci|, MS can be

expressed as λ
∑

|Ci|, where λ is a constant, and λ � 1.
(The CSCA and the DSCA provide λ’s of at most 3 and 4,
respectively.)

As shown in Section III-A, the number of total transmissions
of algorithms derived from the modified tree-based scheme MT

is n − 1. While comparing MS to MT , we have the following
result:

Theorem 8:

λ|T ′|
n − 1

� MS

MT
� λn

n − 1
(6)

where T ′ =
⋃

v∈V SLa(v) (T ′ ⊆ T ).
Proof: The worst case for SCA-based algorithms is that

the size of each covering node set Ci is equal to |Ui|; in
this case

MS

MT
=

λ
∑

i∈T |Ci|
n − 1

� λ
∑

i∈T |Ui|
n − 1

=
λn

n − 1
.

The best case for SCA-based algorithms is that all nodes in
Ui can be covered by one transmission at time slot i, in which
|Ci| = 1. In this case

MS

MT
=

λ
∑

i∈T |Ci|
n − 1

� λ
∑

i∈T ′ |Ci|
n − 1

=
λ|T ′|
n − 1

.

�
Theorem 8 establishes a lower and an upper bound of the

performance gain of the SCA-based scheme to the modified
tree-based scheme. Because λn/(n − 1) ∈ Θ(1), we can infer
that the performance of the SCA-based algorithms is within a
constant factor of the modified tree-based algorithms, even in
the worst case.

Next, we would like to compare the SCA scheme with the
modified MCDS-based scheme. For simplicity of analysis, we
assume that the SCA scheme finds the minimum covering node
set for each Ui and that the MCDS-based scheme achieves the
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optimal MCDS during the comparison. Denoting the number
of total transmissions of the modified MCDS-based scheme by
MM , with the aforementioned assumption, we have

Theorem 9:

1
min (Δ, |T |) � MS

MM
� λ. (7)

Proof: Given a duty-cycled WANET and the correspond-
ing MCDS, as described in the proof of Theorem 3, a lower
bound of the number of total transmissions is #MCDS. Thus,
we have MS � #MCDS. According to Theorem 3, we also
have MM � min(Δ, |T |)#MCDS. Hence

MS

MM
� #MCDS

min (Δ, |T |) #MCDS
� 1

min (Δ, |T |) .

Then, we denote the node set in the modified MCDS-based
scheme, which transmits at time slot i, by Wi and the minimum
covering node set for Ui in the SCA scheme by C ′

i. It is intuitive
that |C ′

i| � |Wi|; otherwise, Wi would be a smaller covering
node set for Ui, which contradicts the assumption that C ′

i is the
minimum one. Therefore, we have

MS

MM
=

λ
∑

i∈T |C ′
i|∑

i∈T |Wi|
� λ.

�
Theorem 9 establishes a lower and an upper bound of the

performance gain of the SCA scheme to the MCDS-based
scheme. However, both the minimum set cover problem in the
SCA scheme and the MCDS problem in the modified MCDS-
based scheme are NP-hard, and only suboptimal solutions are
available. Hence, while comparing the algorithms derived from
the two schemes, we obtain the upper bound on the performance
gain of αλ accordingly, where α is the approximation ratio of
the size of the minimum covering node set.

There are two important factors affecting the performance of
the SCA-based algorithms: One is the network topology, and
the other is the length of the scheduling period |T |.

The network topology factors include the radio radius, node
position, deployed manner, etc. One of the worst topologies for
SCA-based algorithms is the case that all nodes in Ui form an
IS of radius 2r, where r is radius of the radio range. In this case,
we cannot find a node in V covering more than one node in Ui;
thus, |Ci| = |Ui|, which means that no transmitting redundance
can be eliminated using the SCA scheme. The best topology
is that all nodes in Ui can be covered by one node and that
all these covering nodes form a connected subgraph, in which
the transmitting redundance can be eliminated to the greatest
extent by SCA-based algorithms. An example of the best case
is shown in Fig. 6.

The value of |T |, which is the length of the scheduling period
of a duty-cycled WANET, affects the size of Ui and, thus,
the performance of SCA-based algorithms. While |T | → ∞,
which is the case of extremely low duty cycle, the probability
of two nodes having the same active time slot becomes small
with random time-slot choice, which means that |Ui| → 1;
thus, |Ci| → 1. This becomes the worst case of SCA-based
algorithms. While |T | becomes smaller, more nodes will share

Fig. 6. Example of the best case for SCA-based algorithms. In this case, each
vi+1 ∈ Ui, and the number of total transmissions is

∑
|Ci| = |T |.

the same active time slot with higher probability, which means
that more transmitting redundance can be eliminated by SCA-
based algorithms; thus, the performance will be better.

B. Simulations

We conduct simulations to compare the performances
of algorithms based on the modified tree-based, modified
MCDS-based, and SCA-based schemes, respectively, and to
verify the conclusions drawn in the theoretical analysis. The
simulations are conducted with PARSEC, which is a C-based
discrete-event simulation language [37]. In the simulations,
the network is randomly deployed in a 200 m × 200 m
dimension area. To maintain reasonable network connectivity,
the radio radius of each node is set to 35 m, resulting in at
least 0.5 nodes/100 m2 and a node degree of at least 19 in the
following experiments. Each node randomly chooses an active
time slot from T . Four algorithms, i.e., the modified tree-based
approximation (TA) algorithm, the modified MCDS-based ap-
proximation (MA) algorithm, and both the CSCA and DSCA,
are implemented. In the MA algorithm, we find the MCDS
according the Modified Greedy Algorithm in [28], which has
a good logarithmic approximation ratio of 2(1 + H(Δ)). All
results are the average of ten runs. In each run, the broadcast
source node is chosen randomly.

We compare the number of total transmissions of the four al-
gorithms first. The network size scales from 200 to 1000 nodes
with an increment of 200, and the value of |T | is set to 20, 40,
60, and 80, respectively. According to Fig. 7(a)–(d), both the
CSCA and DSCA outperform the TA and MA algorithms in
the four general network configurations. Compared with that of
the TA algorithm, the number of transmissions is reduced by
50% and 70% using CSCA and DSCA, respectively, as the net-
work size scales over 800 nodes when the value of |T | is small
[see Fig. 7(a)]. We notice that this disparity becomes larger
as the network scales up. An explanation is that, when other
factors remain unchanged, more nodes will enlarge the size
of Ui and Disk(v), which enables the SCA-based algorithms
to eliminate more redundant transmissions. In the simulations,
we find that the size of the MCDS found in the MA algorithm
changes little since both the deploying area and the radio range
are fixed. However, as the network scales up, the average
number of nodes dominated by each dominating node becomes
larger. In particular, in the cases with larger |T |, the sets of
active time slots of neighbors for the dominating nodes are
consequently large. Consequently, the MA algorithm performs
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Fig. 7. Performance comparison of the four algorithms under cases with different values of |T |. (a) |T | = 20. (b) |T | = 40. (c) |T | = 60. (d) |T | = 80.

Fig. 8. Effect of the value of |T | on the performance. (a) Network size: 250 nodes. (b) Network size: 500 nodes. (c) Network size: 750 nodes. (d) Network size:
1000 nodes.

poorly in these cases [see Fig. 7(c) and (d)], because each
dominating node had to transmit according to the active time
slots of its neighbors, which leads to massive redundancy.

We then evaluate the effect of the value |T | on the perfor-
mance of the four algorithms. In this simulation, the network
size is set to 250, 500, 750, and 1000 nodes, respectively, and
the |T | scales from 20 to 200 time slots with an increment
of 20. From Fig. 8, we can see that the performance of the
MA, CSCA, and DSCA algorithms degrades as |T | becomes
larger, whereas the TA algorithm remains unchanged, because
it is only affected by the size of the network. This result
matches our analysis that extremely small |T | will lead to the
worst case for SCA-based algorithms. However, the number
of transmissions of the CSCA and DSCA algorithms never
exceeds the TA algorithm in the simulations. It is mainly
because the implementation of both of the two algorithms
generates tree-like structures in the network; thus, the number
of transmissions will not be larger than n − 1. This simula-
tion shows again that the performance of the MA algorithm
degrades fast as the value of |T | increases. When |T | reaches
200, the number of transmissions of the MA algorithm is even
double that of the TA and DSCA algorithm [see Fig. 8(b)]
and nearly triple that of the CSCA algorithm [see Fig. 8(c)
and (d)]. We also notice that the MA algorithm performs
better in settings with a large-scale network and low |T | [see
Fig. 8(b)–(d)]. The reason behind this is that, while |T | → 1, it
is more like the conventional WANET, where the MCDS-based
approaches achieve the optimal solution.

Simulation results (see Figs. 7 and 8) also show that the
CSCA algorithm outperforms the DSCA algorithm. The reason
resides in the difference of the dominating-node election meth-
ods. First, in CSCA, we benefit from the global information,
whereas, in DSCA, we can only depend on the local informa-
tion. Second, in CSCA, we find the minimum covering node set
for each Ui from V , whereas in DSCA, we only make the search

in Ui for practical implementation. Consequently, the size of the
covering node set for each Ui in CSCA is always larger than that
in DSCA, which leads to the performance disparity.

In duty-cycled WANETs, minimizing the number of broad-
cast transmissions may lead to intolerable broadcast latency
[33]. Thus, we also conduct experiments to examine the broad-
cast latency of our algorithms. The optimal broadcast latency
(OPT) serves as the compared baseline. We observe both the
exact broadcast latency and the latency dilation, which is
defined as the ratio of the exact latency to the optimal value.
We first set |T | to 100 and observe the effect of network size.
As the network size increases, the exact broadcast latency of
CSCA and DSCA increases quite slowly [see Fig. 9(a)]. (Note
that the y-axis is in the log scale.) It is partially because the
exact latency of our algorithms is affected by the number of
set-covering nodes in the broadcast backbone, which depends
more on |T | than on the network size. Since the optimal latency
decreases as the network size increases, the latency dilations of
our algorithms increase linearly [see Fig. 9(b)]. We then set the
network size to 500 nodes and observe the effect of |T |. As we
regard, the exact latency of both the optimal solution and our
algorithms increase with |T | [see Fig. 9(c)]. However, as shown
in Fig. 9(d), the latency dilations of our algorithms quite slowly
increase. In particular, the latency dilation of CSCA is bounded
by a constant of eight on average. The minor changes of the
latency dilations indicate that, as |T | increases, the broadcast
latency of our algorithms remains within a small factor of the
optimal value.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we would like to briefly discuss some related
issues when solving the MTB-UD problem: the transmitting
collision, the broadcast latency, and the balance of energy
consumption.
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Fig. 9. Performance of broadcast latency. (a) |T | = 100. (b) |T | = 100. (c) Network size: 500 nodes. (d) Network size: 500 nodes.

Transmitting collisions exist in almost all wireless com-
munication environments. In duty-cycled WANETs, collisions
will happen, although with a low probability, e.g., two nodes
simultaneously transmit to the same node at the same time
slot. Collisions usually cause retransmission and increase the
broadcast latency. How to eliminate collisions and minimize the
broadcast latency is another challenging problem (actually, an
NP-hard problem). In this paper, we focus on minimizing the
number of transmissions and leave the collision-avoiding job to
the underlying MAC protocol [1].

The latency of a broadcast process is also important. Min-
imizing the number of transmissions may lead to intolerable
broadcast latency [33]. The broadcast latency in duty-cycled
WANETs is affected by both the active time slot of each
node and the collision in the network. It is such a complex
problem that we have decided to leave it to our future work.
Nevertheless, as shown by the experiment results, the broadcast
latency of our algorithm increases quite slowly as the network
size increases and remains within a small factor of the optimal
values as the scheduling period |T | increases.

The unbalanced energy consumption is a common problem
of all backbone-based broadcast schemes. In our algorithms,
broadcast messages are conveyed upon the constructed broad-
cast backbones. Hence, the energy on these backbone nodes
will deplete faster than that on other nodes, causing the un-
balanced energy consumption in the network. Many solutions
have been proposed to address this problem and extend the
network lifetime, e.g., change the backbone in rotation. In
fact, as a different topic, the unbalanced energy consumption
problem has well been studied; thus, we keep our focus on the
MTB-UD problem.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied the MTB problem in unco-
ordinated duty-cycled WANETs. We have first formulated this
problem, proven its NP-hardness, and presented two schemes
(i.e., the modified tree-based and the modified MCDS-based
scheme) based on existing approaches for the conventional
MTB problem. Without exploring the characteristics of duty-
cycled WANETs, both of the two schemes have a linear ap-
proximation ratio of O(n) and thus cannot guarantee to find
solutions with a small number of transmissions. Then, we
have proposed a novel SCA scheme, together with a central-
ized algorithm (CSCA) and a distributed algorithm (DSCA).
The CSCA algorithm has a logarithmic approximation ratio
of 3(ln Δ + 1) and a time complexity of O(n3). The DSCA

algorithm, on the other hand, has a constant approximation
ratio of at most 20 and O(n) time complexity and message
complexity. We have evaluated the performance of the proposed
algorithms, theoretically and via simulations, to demonstrate
their efficiency. Experiment results have shown that the CSCA
algorithm outperforms the modified tree-based and modified
MCDS-based algorithms by up to 70% and 60%, respectively,
and the DSCA algorithm outperforms both the modified tree-
based and modified MCDS-based algorithms by up to 50%.
We have also discussed some related issues of the MTB-UD
problem, e.g., the transmitting collision, the broadcast latency,
and the balance of energy consumption, which will be our
future research.
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